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PREFACE

THIS book was written in spare time snatched while

the author was acting as Medical Officer to 1,500

prisoners of war (Germans, Austrians, and Turks),

Surgeon to the island of Malta, and doing his share

in adding to the knowledge of the orderlies of the

1st City of London Field Hospital, which staffed both

Cottonera and Imtarfa Hospitals, and who were there

thoroughly fitted for their duties in the field.

Naturally, therefore, the book is incomplete, but it

contains most of the essentials of bandaging given in

a practical manner, and it is hoped that this will

prove useful to those who wish to make themselves

expert in this branch of medicine. The range passes

far beyond first-aid, and includes the application of

the triangular or military bandage.

For the illustrations I am indebted to M. Joseph

Nagy de K6mer, a Hungarian prisoner of war, a fact

which may have tended to influence his pencil.

DUNCAN C. L. FITZWILLIAMS.

COTTONEEA HOSPITAL,
MALTA.

June, 1915.
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A PRACTICAL MANUAL OF
BANDAGING

CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

THE use of bandages is probably as old as the making
of cloth. Certainly on early Grecian pottery the ap-

plication of bandages or long strips of linen is clearly

depicted, and their use seems to have been very similar

to that of the present day.

The Use of Bandages. Bandages are used in many
circumstances and for very different purposes. They
are used for the following reasons :

1. To give rest and support to an injured limb, as

is exemplified in the various forms of slings, which many
will learn with surprise are included in the term

"bandages."
2. To arrest haemorrhage by applying pressure to

the wound.

3. To retain dressings and also splints in position.

4. To check and diminish the swelling of a part, as

in injury or sprains to joints.

5. To support the circulation where that is weak,
as in the case of varicose veins of the leg.

The Different Forms of Bandage. Many different

forms of bandage are in use, such as

1. The roller bandage.
2. The triangular bandage.
3. The square bandage.

l
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4. Special bandages, such as the three-tailed ban-

dage, the four-tailed bandage, the many-tailed bandage,
and some specially constructed to fit different parts
of the body.
Of these many different varieties, the roller and the

triangular bandage are those most commonly used.

The roller bandage is usually made use of in hospitals
and in medical practice generally, where they can be

prepared beforehand and stored ready for use. They
are, however, difficult to make in a hurry, as strips of

linen or other material 6 yards in length are not always

easy to come by, and bandages shorter than this are

not of great practical value. Triangular handker-

chiefs used as bandages have always maintained their

position as slings, but otherwise they are little used

in civil practice. In military work, however, and
where bandages must be improvised hurriedly to deal

with large numbers of wounded, the triangular bandage
is unrivalled on account of the ease with which it can

be improvised out of the ordinary house linen. It

is sometimes thought that more care and practice
is required in the use of the roller bandage than in

that of the triangular form. Such an impression is,

however, erroneous, as the latter, on account of its

shape, must be applied very neatly and exactly, or the

required pressure on the dressing will not be obtained.

Triangular bandages also, unless properly applied, are

very liable to work loose.

What has been said about improvisation of the

triangular bandage applies equally to the square

handkerchief, but the latter is not in such general use

as the former.

The special bandages, needless to say, are only in use

in special circumstances, and are applied to special parts.

Materials for Bandages. The materials used for

bandages are of various kinds, and in emergency
almost any material may be used.
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Ordinarily, gauze, cotton, linen, calico, and flannel,

are the materials mostly used.

Of these, gauze is frequently used because of its cheap-
ness and lightness, together with the fact that often it is

impregnated with some antiseptic material before use.

Cotton or cotton webbing is a soft material very
suitable for bandages. It possesses, in common with

gauze, the faculty of
"
giving

"
to a certain extent,

so that it can accommodate itself to the shape of the

limb, and therefore sits better.

Linen and calico are often used, but are not as good
as gauze or cotton. They should, however, be the

materials with which bandaging is taught. Their

rigidity and the fact that they do not "give
"

in any
way make them the most difficult material with which

to bandage neatly, as they do not accommodate them-

selves to the shape of the limb, and great neatness is

needed in the reverses. Linen and calico do not stretch,

and therefore are very suitable for certain special

bandages, such as the T- or three-tailed or the four-

tailed bandages.
Flannel in one of its various forms " domet "

is a

favourite is a very suitable material for bandages.
It

"
gives,'-' it is soft, and it keeps the part warm,

which is often a considerable advantage. Its only
drawback is its bulkiness, which may be a disad-

vantage.
Elastic bandage material, plaster, starch, dextrine,

etc., need not be discussed here.

Preparation of Roller Bandages. The roller bandage
is usually 6 yards long, and may be of various widths,

from 1 to 8 inches, but 2, 3, and 4 inches are the

widths most commonly used. Narrow bandages can

easily and quickly be made by cutting a piece of the

required width off a broader bandage with a sharp
knife. The bandage should be held firmly, and the

piece sawn off.
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To prepare bandages, take a piece of calico or other

material 6 yards long and 1 yard or more in width.

Remove the selvages by cutting a little way down
the side, and then tearing the whole length of the

material. Distances 3 inches apart are marked care-

fully across one end of the material; at each mark a

snip about 6 inches down is made with scissors. Two
people then take every other one of these strips and

pull. By this means the material is torn in its whole

length into strips 3 inches in width. Each strip must
then be rolled into a bandage. If this is to be done

by hand, one end is folded over and over tightly till a

small roll is made; this is then laid on a flat surface,

such as a table, or on the front of the thigh, and the

fingers and palm of the right hand passed firmly over

the roll, which will run along winding itself up. This

manoeuvre is repeated until the rolling is completed,
the left hand steadying and untwisting the tail. The

bandage may also be wound between the fingers and
thumbs of the two hands, another person making
tension and untwisting the tail. If no other person
is available, the preliminary roll may be passed over

and under the rails of the back of a chair to give the

tension needed, and also to help feed in the bandage
without twists. When the rolling is done by hand,
the roll should be made as hard and tight as possible,

and care and practice are needed to perform this

neatly.

Bandages can be rolled quicker, neater, and harder,

by means of a winding-machine, various forms of

which are on the market. They all consist of a crank

and handle by which a thin central pin is revolved,

and round which the bandage is rolled; movable

flanges to suit various widths of bandage, by means

of which the sides of the bandage are kept perfectly

straight ;
and various bars over and under which the

bandage is fed into the machine. The machine is
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quite small, and is fitted with a clamp, so that it can

be fixed easily to any table.

The end of the bandage is passed over and under

the bars to the central pin, round which it is made to

engage. The handle is then turned with the right

hand, while the left feeds in the tail and makes the

FIG. 2.

required tension. When the rolling is complete, the

bandage is grasped with the left hand, and two or three

turns are given to the handle in the reverse direction
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to make it disengage ;
the central pin is then withdrawn

and the bandage removed.

Whichever way the bandage is rolled, the end should

be fixed to the roll with a safety-pin, which will come
in handy in finishing off the bandage when it is used.

Flannel bandages should not be pinned, as pins in-

variably rust when left in unwashed flannel. They
should be secured with a strip of paper, the ends of

which are gummed together. In broad bandages,
the ends should be infolded to a point before being
secured.

Bandages of equal width should be packed together
on their ends in boxes ready for use. The different

widths should not be mixed.

Though this is the usual way of preparing bandages,
thin gauze cannot be dealt with in this way. In the

first place, it will not tear satisfactorily ; and, in the

second place, it is very difficult to wind either with a

machine or by hand. Especially does this apply to

gauze which has been rendered rather sticky by being

impregnated with antiseptics. In this case the whole

width of gauze a yard or more is rolled by hand,

keeping the edges as even as may be.

With a sharp knife the selvages and uneven edges
are cut off, and the roll cut into bandages of the

desired width.

The Body Surface. In order to apply a bandage

satisfactorily, the surface of the human body has to

be regarded in a new light.

If a bandage is applied to a cylindrical surface, it

will lie perfectly flat upon that surface, and simply by

passing the bandage round and round the whole of

the surface will be covered in. If, however, the same

bandage is applied, not to a cylinder, which is the

same width all the way up, but to a cone-shaped

surface, the bandage will not lie flat and cover in the

surface.
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If the attempt be made, and the bandage is kept
flat, the bandage will rapidly ascend or

" wander up
"

towards the base of the cone, leaving a portion un-

covered. The bandage, in fact, has a tendency to

ascend.

It is this tendency to
" wander up

"
the cone

which constitutes the great difficulty in applying a

bandage.
If one takes the upper limb (Fig. 3) and examines it in

this respect, it can be seen that the hand forms a cone,

FIG. 3.

with the broadest part or base at the knuckles. Here

it is met by a cone which diminishes towards the wrist.

Above this the forearm is practically cylindrical for

some inches, and then becomes cone-shaped as it

broadens over the swell of the muscles to a point some
2 to 3 inches below the elbow, at which point another

cone is met, rapidly diminishing in size towards the

elbow-joint.

The upper arm is cone-shaped to the swell of the

biceps, and is then fairly cylindrical till the region of
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the shoulder muscle, or deltoid, where it rapidly
increases in girth.

In the lower limb much the same thing occurs.

The foot is a cone to the point of the heel, where it

becomes a cone in the opposite
direction as far as the ankle.

From the ankle to the swell

of the calf it is practically a

cylinder; then there are two
cones base to base to the knee-

joint. From the knee-joint it

is a cone to the thickest part
of the thigh, when the limb is

cylindrical for some distance,

only to become cone-shaped

again as the hip is approached.
The relative positions of these

cones and cylinders must be

thoroughly understood by the

beginner, as on this depends the

situation of the various reverses

and figure-of-eights which are

so frequently used in getting
the bandage to sit properly.

Rules for Bandaging. There

are certain rules for bandaging
with a rolled bandage that

must always be observed with

the greatest care. They are

the following :

1. Fix the beginning of the bandage firmly, but not

in such a way as to obstruct the circulation. A figure

of-eight does this excellently.

2. Bandage from below upwards, so as to help and

not hinder the circulation of the part. All bandages
are applied so as to wind from the inner to the outer

side across the front of the limb, but this is only done

for the sake of uniformity.

FIG. 4.
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3. Use equal pressure with each turn of the bandage.
4. Let each succeeding turn overlap two-thirds of

its predecessor.
5. Keep all the margins parallel, and let the crossings

and reversings be in line, and rather towards the outer

side of the front of the limb, so as to give a neat ap-

pearance when the bandage is finished off.

6. Fix the end of the bandage securely, so that it

cannot come undone through the restlessness of the

patient.

To finish off a bandage, the end is usually fixed with

a pin. It is sometimes, however, convenient to tie

off the ends. To do this, the tail of the bandage is torn

or cut into two, a half-knot is tied so as to prevent the

split continuing, and the two ends are then tied round

the limb.

To these six rules three others of the utmost im-

portance in practical work must be added:

7. Skin surfaces should never be bandaged in con-

tact with one another, as the secretion of the skin will

cause irritation and eventually ulceration. Lint or

wool well powdered with boracic acid powder should

always be laid between such surfaces to keep them

apart. This should be remembered when bandaging
the hand, the fingers of which should be separated.

When putting up a fractured clavicle, the arm and

hand should not be bound close to the chest. A vest

or piece of lint should interpose between the skin

surfaces.

8. Never flex a joint which has been bandaged in

the extended position. If it is wished to keep the

limb in a bent position afterwards, it must be bandaged
in that position. If it is bent after it has been ban-

daged, the circulation will most certainly be interfered

with, and actual gangrene may be the result. All

students of bandaging should have their elbows firmly

bandaged in an extended position, and then the arm

put in a sling with the elbow bent. It is unlikely that
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they will ever forget the sensation of the succeeding

quarter of an hour. Such a practical demonstration

will be more valuable than the constant repetition of

this warning.
9. If the greater part of a limb is bandaged after an

injury, the fingers or toes should always be left so that

they can readily be inspected, and any swelling or

blueness can be noticed at once. An injured limb

may swell after the bandage has been applied. The

bandage, which was comfortable at first, will then

become too tight, and the circulation will suffer.

When a bandage is too tight, oedema and blueness of

the digits should be noticed at once, and the warning
can never be disregarded. The bandage must be

eased immediately. This rule is especially important
in children and old people, where the circulation is

naturally feeble.



CHAPTER II

THE ROLLER BANDAGE

Class Work. Classes should not contain more than

about twenty pupils; they should be divided into two

halves, and one half should be made to apply the ban-

dage to the other half. The process can then be re-

versed, so that all are trained in each separate bandage.
Sometimes wooden dummies or large dolls with

movable joints can be obtained for practice, but these

are inferior to the human body. The bandages should

be of linen or calico, and usually vary from 2 to

3 inches in breadth, the former being used for the upper
limb, and the latter for the lower limb.

We select the required size, remove the pin, and
liberate the free end or "tail" of the bandage; the

roll is known as the
"
head," and we further recognize

an anterior and a posterior surface, and an upper and
a lower border. These terms should be remembered
in detailing the application of any bandage.

Forms of Bandages used. There are several different

kinds of bandages which are used ; they may be divided

as follows :

1. The spiral bandage.
2. The spica bandage.
3. The looped bandage.
4. Special bandages.

The Spiral Bandage. It would only be tedious to

detail how to apply the spiral bandage to every part

of a limb, and only the main features of this bandage
11
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will be detailed, as it largely enters into the application

of the other bandages ; indeed, it is the groundwork of

all bandaging.

The Spiral Bandage for the Hand. For practice the

back of the hand should be towards the operator, with

the fingers extended and separated by small pieces of

wool. The operator stands in front of the patient. A
fixing figure-of-eight turn is made by laying the tail of

the bandage along the second phalanx of the forefinger,

FIG. 5. FIG. 6.

rolling the head round the wrist, descending to the

terminal phalanx of the little finger, and so round to the

starting-point.

The next turn passes across the fingers ;
the third and

fourth turns pass in the same way, but tend to run

away up the cone of the limb ; it is therefore necessary
to employ a reverse. To make a reverse, unroll about

3 inches of the head ; steady the lower margin of the

bandage by laying the left forefinger or the thumb on
the front of the bandage to the outer side of the middle
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line; twist the right hand over so that the back of

the bandage appears over the left forefinger; draw the

fold so made firmly round the side of the little finger,

and the reverse is complete. The head of the bandage
no longer unrolls naturally round the limb, but has to

be unwound as it is passed from right to left under the

limb, and is then given again to the right hand to make
the next turn. This turn will also tend to wander

upwards, and the reverse has to be repeated to correct

this tendency, when the bandage will again unroll

naturally.

In this manner the whole hand, with the exception
of the thumb, is gradually covered in.

As the wrist is approached, the limb becomes nar-

rower, and a figure-of-eight turn is needed to make
the bandage lie flat, so as to continue it up the forearm.

At first considerable difficulty will be met with by
beginners in making the reverses; they should be

warned to make the turn with the bandage quite loose,

and to bring the head of the bandage well down the

limb, and not simply to turn it over while holding it

out at right angles to the limb. Practice, however, is

the only means by which facility can be obtained.

To Bandage the Forearm. This is an extremely use-

ful bandage for practice work.

FIG. 7.

Fix the bandage firmly round the wrist the limb

being bony here, the circulation is not impeded; or a

figure-of-eight may be made (Fig. 7). Each successive
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turn covers in two-thirds of the preceding, and several

turns may be taken before the bandage shows a tendency
to ascend the limb unduly (Fig. 8). Steady the bandage,
and make the reverses neatly, each one being to the outer

side of the limb (Fig. 9). As the elbow is approached, the

FIG. 8. FIG. 9.

limb should be bent, and figure-of-eight turns taken

round the upper arm and round the forearm. Only in

exceptional cases should the elbow be bandaged in

the straight position, in which case it should never be

bent without removing the bandage.

To Bandage the Foot. The foot is bandaged in the

same way as the hand, the operator standing facing
the foot. The great toe corresponds to the index

finger, the little toe to the little finger, and the heel to

the thumb. The back of the foot is the dorsum or

dorsal aspect; the sole is the plantar aspect.
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The tail of the bandage is placed opposite the ball of

the great toe, and the roller carried round the outer side,

back, and inner side of the ankle, across the foot to the

outer side of the little toe, and under the sole to the start-

ing-point, making a figure-of-eight fixing turn (Fig. 10).

A transverse turn is then made across the roots of the

toes, and a second turn is commenced in the same way.
The bandage now shows a tendency to wander up the

foot, and a reverse must be

made by steadying the lower

border by the left forefinger

or thumb, whilst the twist is

givenwith the right hand and

the bandage brought back to

its place. Successive turns

and reverses are made, each

covering in two-thirds of the

preceding turn, till the ankle

is reached. As the instep is

mounted, the bandage will

no longer lie smoothly, for

we come at the heel to the

junction of two cones, base

to base, and a figure-of-eight

turn round the ankle is

necessary to make the band-

age lie flat. To do this, in-

stead of making a reverse on

the dorsum, pass the bandage round the outer, back,
and inner side of the ankle on to the dorsum of the

foot again; this is half the eight. The other loop is

made by carrying the roller from the dorsum down
the outer side of the foot, under the sole, and up the

inner side to the dorsum again, thereby completing
the figure-of-eight. Two such figure-of-eight turns are

probably sufficient, and then the bandage can be con-

tinued up the leg. This bandage leaves the prominence

FIG. 10.
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of the heel uncovered, and a special bandage is needed
to cover this in.

To Bandage the Leg. This bandage can be applied
as a continuation of the last, or started afresh. A fixing
turn is made by a figure-of-eight round the ankle, and
the bandage carried up the leg for several turns without

any need for a reverse. As soon, however, as the ban-

dage begins to wander up
the thick part of the leg, the

reverses must be made. At
the knee figure-of-eight turns

are necessary again.

These simple bandages
should be practised both on
the dummy and on the in-

dividual till facility is ac-

FIG. 11. FIG. 12.

quired. Similar bandages can be applied to the upper
arm and to the thigh (Figs. 11 and 12).

To Bandage the Fingers. Fix the bandage by a

circular turn round the wrist, and carry the roll across

the dorsum of the hand to the required finger. En-

circle the finger with a loose spiral till the finger-nail

is reached; then begin to ascend the finger with an

ordinary spiral. One or two reverses are necessary,
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especially if there is any dressing. When the web of

the finger has been reached, carry the roll again round

PIG. 13. FIG. 14.

the wrist (Fig. 14). If necessary, the other fingers can

be bandaged in the same way (Fig. 15).

FIG. 16.



CHAPTER III

THE SPICA BANDAGE

THE spica principle of bandaging is extremely useful,

and is very commonly applied to areas where the sur-

face consists of cones applied base to base. It is also

useful in the regions of joints where a certain amount of

movement is desired. It is applied to cover in large

areas of the head, and, lastly, it can be used to bring
to bear a good deal of pressure, as in the case of a

hernia of the groin.

The spica is essentially a series of figure-of-eight

turns, and derives its name from the fancied resem-

blance of the crossings of the loops to a spikelet

of wheat (from Latin spica, an ear, or spikelet, of

wheat).
The spica can usually be applied in two forms : one,

diverging, where each turn overlaps a more central one
;

the other, converging, where each turn overlaps the one

farther from the middle. These two forms are known

respectively as
"
divergent

" and "convergent
"
spicas.

The former is rather the commoner of the two.

Examples.

1. The Divergent Spiea for the Heel. Lay the tail

of the bandage against the outer side of the ankle, and

carry the head under the sole to the inner side, and

thence from within outwards across the front of the

ankle. This is the fixing turn (Fig. 16). The first turn

of the spica is made to pass over the prominence of the

18
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heel ; only the middle of the bandage will lie properly

over the heel, the upper and lower margins being loose

FIG. 16. FIG. 17.

(Fig. 17). The next turn covers in the loose lower

margin of its predecessor, the third covers in the loose

upper margin of the first turn, so that only the middle

FIG. 18.

portion of that turn remains on view. The succeed-

ing turns cover in the lower and upper margins of the
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bandage alternately till the heel is well covered. The

bandage then proceeds up the leg in the usual manner.

2. The Divergent Spica for the Knee. The knee-

joint should be slightly flexed. The tail of the bandage
is placed over the inner side, and the head carried over

the front of the patella round the joint to the starting-

point (Fig. 19). Succeeding turns pass round in a

similar manner alternately above and below the first,

FIG. 20.

covering in two-thirds of the turn they lie upon, until

the whole joint is covered (Fig. 20).

3. The Convergent Spiea for the Knee. This bandage
is not so frequently used as the last. A fixing turn

is made round the leg about 3 inches below the bent

knee; the bandage is again carried to the back of the

joint, and then made to encircle the thigh about 3 inches

above the joint. Alternate passes of the bandage
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cover in two-thirds of the circle below and above the

knee, each one leaving a smaller and smaller area un-

covered, until the last turn

covers in the joint com-

pletely.

Of these two bandages
the first is the best. It is

firmer, and not so likely to

slip. It also allows a very
fair amount of movement
without disturbing the

bandage. Both bandages

especially support the back

and sides of the joint.

The front does not require

strong support.

4. The Divergent Spica

for the Elbow. This differs

in no essential from that

applied to the knee, and is

applied in exactly the same

way. The elbow is usually
bent to a right angle, and the first turn passes over the

point of the elbow. The arm is usually supported

FIG. 21.

FIG. 22.

afterwards in a sling, but a very fair amount of move-
ment is allowed.
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5. Spica for the Thumb. The tail of the bandage is

fixed round the wrist ;
then a turn is taken round the

FIG. 2&.

base of the thumb, back to and round the wrist. These

turns are repeated until sufficient has been applied.

6. Spica Bandage for the Closed Fist. A bandage
should be placed in the palm of the hand, over which

the fingers are closed. Cotton-wool should separate the

skin surfaces of the

fingers. A fixing

turn is made round

the wrist. The

bandage is then

carried obliquely
across the back of

the hand to the

knuckle of the little

finger, which it

overlaps freely, and

then passes back to the thumb side of the wrist, round

which it circles, completing the figure-of-eight. The
next turns cover over the knuckles of the ring and

middle fingers, encircling the wrist between each. The

FIG. 24.
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bandage then overlaps the knuckle of the forefinger,

and passes back to and round the wrist as usual

(Fig. 24). It then passes across the dorsum of the

hand, binding in the part of the bandage lying free of

the little finger, and under the clenched fingers, to

Pia. 25.

bind in the part overlapping the forefinger. It then

makes a final turn round the wrist and is finished off.

The bandage should be tight enough to prevent the

person opening his hand even when he tries hard.

7. Spica for the Foot. Lay the tail of the bandage

against the side of the great toe, and make a filing

figure-of-eight turn round

the ankle and foot. Carry
the roll across the dorsum

of the foot to the heel, the

point of the heel being

grasped only by the upper

edge of the bandage, the

lower edge remaining loose

and overhanging. On
passing round the heel,

the bandage comes back

to cross on the dorsum of

the foot, and is continued

round the outer side to FIG. 26.

make a new turn. Similar

figure-of-eight turns are made alternately round the

foot and heel
;
those on the former approach the heel,

while those on the heel ascend to the ankle. The
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upper edge of the last turn round the foot com-

pletely covers in the overlapping loose lower margin
round the heel. The bandage can be finished off by

or two turns round the ankle. The last turns

FIG. 27.

round the foot show a tendency to have a loose lower

edge round the heel. This can be avoided by a timely
reverse before going up the instep.

8. The Ascending Spica for the Groin. There are

two forms of spica for the groin. One is the ascending,

and the other is descending. The former is chiefly

used in cases of inguinal hernia, and the latter in

cases of femoral hernia.

The tail of the bandage is placed over the inguinal

region of the affected side, and the roll carried upwards
and outwards round the back of the pelvis midway
between the great trochanter and the crest of the

ilium, and then downwards across the front of the

body to the starting-point. From here the bandage
continues downwards over and round the thigh to the

perineum, and upwards again to the inguinal region.
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In this way it has completed a figure-of-eight, one

loop of which is round the body, and the other round

the thigh. The next figure-of-eight turns are made in

exactly the same way (Fig. 28), each being at a slightly

higher level than its predecessor, until the bandage is

finished and the whole inguinal region supported.

FIG. 28.

To control a hernia two bandages may be needed, and

a small flat pad of wool or lint may be placed under

each succeeding crossing, so as to exert more direct

pressure on the part.

9. The Descending Spica for the Groin. This is

chiefly used for cases of femoral hernia. Lay the tail

of the bandage over the upper part of the thigh, and

carry the roll over the front of the body round the

pelvis, midway between the great trochanter and the

crest of the ilium. The bandage is then continued down
over the starting-point into the perineum, and round
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the back of the thigh to reach the starting-point again.
Here a figure-of-eight has been completed, one loop

passing round the body, and the other round the thigh.
The succeeding turns are all passed in exactly the same

FIG. 29.

way, but each lies at a slightly lower level than its

predecessor (Fig. 29). Flat pads may be placed under

each succeeding crossing, so as to increase the pressure
on the part, and two bandages can be applied if

necessary.

10. The Double Spica for the Groin. This is a more

complicated bandage to apply, as it is a combination

of both the ascending and the descending spicas. It

is of little practical importance except as an exercise,

as in a case of a double hernia two single bandages

separately applied are better.

Join the tails of two bandages together by a pin or
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a few stitches, and then roll the one on to the other

so thatjboth bandages are in one roll. Begin by placing
the tail of the bandage on the front of one groin (say
the right one), pass the roll across the front of the lower

part of the abdomen, completely encircling the body,
to come down obliquely on the left thigh, which it

encircles, and then passes upwards and outwards to

the left side of the body, and thence round the back

of the pelvis to the right side. From here it passes

FIG. 30. FIG. 31.

obliquely downwards over the loose tail to encircle

the right thigh, coming back to the starting-point. In

this complicated turn there are three crossings: a

descending spica on the right side, an ascending one

on the left side, and a simple crossing in the middle

line in front. There must be no crossing behind or in

the perineum. Successive turns of the bandage are

applied in the same way.

11. The Spica for the Shoulder. This bandage is

usually a continuation upwards of the bandage of the
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arm. If this is not the case, the bandage should be

fixed by a couple of firm turns round the upper arm.

The bandage is then passed over the upper limit of the

arm, across the back, under the opposite axilla, and
returns across the front of the chest to the top of the

shoulder. From here it takes a turn round the arm,
and the figure-of-eight is completed, one loop being
round the arm, and the other round the chest. A

FIG. 32. FIG. 33.

series of figure-of-eights are made, each being at a

slightly higher level than the last, until the top of the

shoulder is well covered in (Figs. 32 and 33).

This is a very favourite bandage in examinations,
as the candidate is very liable to place the loop round

the opposite side of the neck, where movements of the

head rapidly render the bandage loose.

12. Single Spica for the Breast. This bandage is

always an ascending spica. The breast is gently raised

by the hand, and the tail of a 3-inch bandage laid

below it, while the roll is carried round the body for
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the fixing turn. In making this fixing turn, the roll

has to be carried from the affected breast across to the

other breast, and so round. When it has reached the

starting-point, the roll is carried from below upwards
to the opposite shoulder, over which it passes to

cross the back obliquely to the starting-point, com-

pleting the figure-of-eight. Each succeeding turn,

both round the shoulder and across the chest, is slightly

FIG. 34.

higher than the last one, until the breast is completely

covered in or controlled. The points of crossing should

lie just below the breast.

13. Double Spica to support Both Breasts. Here one

breast is supported by the bandage sweeping from

below upwards as above, and the other breast by the

bandage passing from above downwards. In the

latter the breast must be supported carefully by the

hand as the bandage is applied.
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Two 3-inch bandages should be made into one roll.

The tail of the bandage should be laid under the most
affected breast, say the left breast, and the roll carried

across the front of the chest below the right breast,

completely encircling the body for a fixing turn. The
roll is then carried upwards from below the left breast,

over the right shoulder, to return obliquely across

the back to the starting-point. So far this has been

exactly the same as the single spica for the left breast.

FIG. 35.

The roll is carried halfway round the body, and ascends

obliquely across the back to the left shoulder, whence

it passes down and under the raised right breast,

and then around the back to below the left breast,

which was the starting-point, having made one com-

plete turn of the bandage.
Four or five successive turns can be made. Each

successive horizontal turn is made at a higher level,

and each oblique turn passes farther upwards and

outwards over the breasts. The bandage crosses be-
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tween the breasts in front and between the shoulders

behind. The bandage must not pass round the back

of the patient's neck.

The Spica Bandage for the Head.

Several bandages are applied to the head on the

spica principle. Owing to the circular shape of the

head, the turns of the bandage are liable to slip and

become loose. It is necessary, therefore, that the

fixing and concluding turns should be firmly applied.

FIG. 36. FIG. 37.

14. Spica for the Front or Back of the Head. In this

bandage three series of loops are employed at right

angles to each other:

(1) One horizontal in direction, passing above the

level of the ears, grips the cranium over the forehead

in front, and below the protuberance of the occiput

behind.
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FIG. 38.

(2) A second runs from the vertex to below the chin,

and usually passes behind the ears.

(3) A third and final turn

may be added, which passes
from behind forwards, and
serves to keep the other two
in place.

To bandage the fore part of

the head, the bandage is carried

horizontally round the skull

just above the level of the ears.

The tail is left long, and is

grasped in the left hand. From
this fact the name of the tailed

bandage is sometimes applied.

The roll is carried from under

the tail at right angles to the

first turn (Fig. 36), over the vertex of the skull, and

under the chin again to the tail.

This divides the skull into two halves, either of which

may be covered in.

As the front of the

head is to be band-

aged, the roll passes

behind the tail and

subdivides the an-

terior half of the

skull, and is carried

backwards round the

back of the head.

The succeeding turns

are applied as a di-

vergent spica till the

whole surface is

covered in, the more

horizontal turns passing round the back of the head,
and the more vertical ones under the chin (Fig. 39). The

FIG. 39.
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bandage is finally fixed at the backwith a pin, and carried

forward in the middle line, to endby being pinned in front,

additional pins being used,
if necessary, to fix the

intermediate turns and

dressing to this last and
final one (Fig. 40). If no

pins are available, the

end of the bandage may
simply be tied off to the

protruding tail, and the

ends tucked in (Fig. 38).

A similar bandage may
be applied to the back of

the head, but is not so

firm as the figure-of-eight

loop method described on p. 44. The vertical turns

will pass in front of one ear and behind the other.

15. Double Roller Spica Bandage to cover in the

Whole Scalp (the Capeline Bandage). Two roller

FIG. 40.

FIG. 41.

bandages are pinned or stitched together by their tails,

and then part of one bandage is rolled on to the other,

3
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so that one roll becomes longer than the other. The

longer roll makes the horizontal turns, and serves to

fix the vertical turns made by the smaller roll.

FIG. 42.

The patient sits, while the operator stands behind

him, with the larger roll in the left hand. The bandage

FIG. 43.

is laid flat over the forehead, and passed round the sides

to the back of the head, where the rolls are made to

cross, the larger roll passing behind the lesser. The
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bandages are now made to change hands. The larger

roll continues round the head, while the other passes
from the back over the top of the head to the front,

where it is fixed by the horizontal turn. It then returns

to the back a little to one side, and is fixed by the

horizontal turn behind (Fig. 42). Passes are made from

back to front and vice versa, first on one side, then on
the other, as in an ordinary divergent spica, each pass

being fixed in front and behind with the horizontal

roll till the whole scalp is covered in. A very firm

bandage is thus applied. The horizontal turns must
not be applied too tightly, or they will constrict the

blood-supply of the scalp and cause headache. This

bandage is rather difficult to apply, and is for that

reason, perhaps, seldom used.

16. Single Roller Spiea to cover in the Whole Scalp.

An assistant is needed to steady the bandage in front

FIG. 44.

and behind. The bandage is firmly fixed by two hori-

zontal turns round the head above the eyebrows and

ears, and below the occipital protuberance. It is

important to pass these turns firmly to prevent the
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FIG. 45.

bandage slipping upwards. On arriving at the middle

of the forehead, a reverse is made and steadied by the

finger of the assistant while the roll is carried over the

mid-line of the head to the

horizontal turn below the

occiput, where it is again
steadied by the other hand of

the assistant (Fig. 44). The
roll is then carried back to the

front, covering in one side of

the first turn, and then from

front to rear again, covering
in the other side of the first

turn. Continual passes are

made to and fro as a diver-

gent spica until all the scalp

has been covered in, the

assistant firmly controlling

each successive pass in front and behind. Finally the

bandage is finished off by two turns made horizontally

round the head, securing
the vertical turns as the

fingers of the assistant

are withdrawn. Pins are

applied in front and be-

hind to take the place of

the fingers, or a few

stitches may be inserted.

This bandage needs as-

sistance in applying, but

is quicker, more econo-

mical, and more com-

fortable, than the double

roller spica. pIG 46<

An exactly similar

bandage may be applied transversely across the head

if this is thought more desirable, the turns being secured

on each side immediately above the ears (Fig. 46).
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17. Spica Bandage for an Amputation Stump. An

amputation stump can be bandaged with a single

roller bandage in much the same way as the single

roller for the scalp. The fixing turn should be made
about 6 to 8 inches from the end of the stump, depend-

ing on the size of the segment of the limb. The roll is

then fixed with the thumb in front, and the bandage
carried over the dressings at the end of the stump.

Behind, the bandage is again fixed with the fingers.

FIG. 47.

An assistant is a great help in controlling the ends.

The roller is then passed backwards and forwards on

alternate sides of the central pass, as in a divergent

spica, the ends being controlled in front or behind.

When the end is quite covered in, circular turns are

made round the limb, each one being slightly nearer

the end of the stump than its predecessor. After the

bandage is finished off, a sling should be arranged
round the trunk, to which the bandage can be attached

so as to prevent its coming off like a cap.



CHAPTER IV

LOOPED BANDAGES

LOOPED bandages are very useful in covering in

irregularly-shaped prominences, such as the head or

heel. They are often used to attach dressings to

surfaces which are difficult to bandage, such as the

perineum, or to restrain the upper limb after operations,
or in fracture of the clavicle; and, finally, they are

sometimes used to support a limb on account of the

amount of pressure that can be applied.

Examples.

1. Looped Bandage for the Heel. If the right foot

has been bandaged in the way already described, and

FIG. 48.

it is wished to cover in the heel, the roll is carried over

the point of the heel, on which the centre only will

lie, the upper and lower borders being loose. The
38
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bandage is then carried over the instep, down under

the sole, round the inner side of the heel, covering in

the loose upper and lower margins on that side. It

is then carried across the tendo Achillis and back to

the instep (Fig. 48). The bandage passes across the

foot now from without inwards to the sole, and is made

FIG. 49.

to lap round the outer side of the heel, covering in the

loose upper and lower margins of the first turn on the

outer side; it crosses the second turn over the tendo

Achillis, and comes back to the front again (Fig. 49).

Two or three of these loops may be made, and will

give firm support to the ankle before carrying the

bandage up the leg.

2. Looped and Reversed Bandage for the Leg (or

Arm). Previous to the introduction of the many forms

of elastic bandage now on the market, this and the

following bandages were the favourite ones with which

to support the leg in cases of varicose veins, and where

elastic material cannot be obtained they are still

most useful.

We may suppose that the right leg is to be bandaged,
and that the foot has been covered in, the bandage

being fixed and a few simple spirals made above the

ankle until the bandage shows a tendency to wander
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FIG. 50. FIG. 51.

FIG. 52 FIG. 53.
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up the leg. Instead of making the ordinary reverse

on the front of the leg, the bandage is taken to the

back of the limb, and changed as usual to the left

hand
; the right steadies the lower border behind, while

FIG. 54.

a reverse is made with the left hand (Fig. 51), and the

bandage brought obliquely down in front, crossing the

last turn and fixing it firmly in place (Fig. 52). The roll

FIG. 55.

is then carried right round the limb, and again begins
to wander up, when it is immediately reversed behind

and brought down over the preceding turn. Suc-

ceeding loops are thus made all the way up the limb,
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giving the appearance of reverses both in front and
behind.

As each loop is fixed by the next reverse, the bandage

gives great support, and will not slip when walking.
The same bandage is shown applied to the arm.

FIG. 56.

FIG. 57.

When putting on puttees, one or two of these loops
and turns will effectually counteract any tendency to

work loose, no matter how long the march. This

remark also applies to the next two methods.

3. Looped Bandage for the Leg. This bandage is

somewhat similar to the last, except that it has no

reverse. We can imagine the foot has been bandaged,
and several simple spirals have been taken above the

ankle. As soon as the bandage shows a distinct ten-
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dency to wander up the leg, this is encouraged, and

the roll taken well up over the prominence of the calf

behind, and then down

again in front, crossing in

front of the previous turn

just to the outer side of the

tibia. Successive turns are

made in a similar manner,

overlappingeachotherasthe

bandage ascends (Fig. 58).

It will be noted that there is

a gap behind, which is left

uncovered for some time,

and that the lower border

of the upper part of the

bandage behind does not

lie flat on the skin. Both

these defects, however, are

covered in as the bandaging

proceeds. The bandage is

finished by a couple of cir- pIG 58< x

cular turns below the knee.

4. Long and Short Looped Bandage for the Leg.

Another method of bandaging the leg is as follows:

FIG. 59
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When the bandage begins to wander up the leg, run

it up well above the calf, and there make a complete
circle before bringing it obliquely down again to cross

in front. Several of these loops are made, and the

whole leg is covered in.

5. Looped Bandage for the Head. The tail of the

bandage is fixed by a horizontal turn round the head

above the ears and eyebrows and below the occiput.
The next turn sinks down to the back of the neck, and

round under the chin on the opposite side, where it

FIG. 60. FIG. 81.

ascends in front of the ear (Fig. 60) and proceeds directly

over the vertex behind the opposite ear, and under

the chin again, and so to the back of the head. Suc-

cessive loops of the bandage are applied, and either

the front or the back half of the head may be

covered in.
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FIG. 62.

6. Looped Bandage for the Eye. The tail of the

bandage is placed over the eyebrow of the sound eye,

and a horizontal turn made
round the head. As the

bandage passes round, it

rises slightly, and then

passes downwards obliquely
over the tail of the bandage
and the dressing over the

injured eye. The roll is

carried on across the ear and

round the head, lying imme-

diately above the opposite
ear. Two or three succes-

sive loops are sufficient to

fix the dressing, and the

bandage is either finished

off with a pin or tacked off

with a needle and thread. The bandage should not

press unduly on the eye, and for this reason the

dressing should be quite small.

7. Looped Bandage for

Both Eyes. The tail of the

bandage is placed on the

forehead above one eye, and

the bandage carried down

obliquely over the other eye.

It then passes across the

ear, round the back of the

head below the occipital

tuberosity, across the other

ear, and obliquely up over

the other eye. As it crosses

the forehead it fixes the

tail of the bandage. The

bandage then makes a horizontal turn round the

head just above the ears, and comes back to the

FIG. 63.
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starting-point. Two or three of these turns are

ample.

8. Looped Bandage for the Perineum. A looped

bandage may be used for the perineum, but is not

often employed, owing to the convenience of the

T-bandage. It is as follows : Lay the tail of the bandage

FIG. 64.

just above the left hip, and make a fixing turn round

the pelvis. Pass the roller down over the left groin
into the perineum, and carry it upwards behind over

the right gluteal fold, and then pass it round the pelvis

FIG.

in the opposite way to the first turn till it comes back

to the right hip. The roller is then carried down the

right groin into the perineum, and up round the left

buttock to the starting-point again. Two or more

turns may be given.
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9. Looped Bandage to secure the Upper Limb. If

it is necessary to secure the upper limb to the side in

a temporary manner, the following is an excellent

method : If the patient has a coat on, place his hand
inside the coat, and button the coat over it. If he

has no coat, the hand should be placed inside his shirt.

Lay the tail of a 3- or 4-inch bandage above the hand,

and carry the roller round below the shoulder of the

FIG. 65.

injured arm and chest so as to secure the tail. We
can suppose the right arm is injured. The roll is then

carried round again at a lower level, and again at a

still lower level ; then carry the roller obliquely across

the back to the left shoulder, and obliquely across the

front down to the right elbow, behind which it turns

upwards to the right shoulder, and comes down again

obliquely across the front in the opposite direction

(Fig. 65). From here the bandage passes obliquely
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across the back to the right shoulder, and comes straight

down in front to the right elbow, and across the back

obliquely to the left shoulder, and straight down, to

end by being pinned off below the hand to the third

turn of the bandage. Additional pins are placed in

front of the elbow and the shoulders.

There are numerous other methods in vogue for

securing the upper extremity to the side, all supposed
to have special advantages in the treatment of fracture

of the clavicle. None of them, however, are as good
as the method of Sayres with adhesive plaster. Of

these, the methods of Chiene, Velpeau, and Dulles, may
be given, and in each case we may suppose that it is

the right arm which is injured.

10. Chiene's Method for Fractured Clavicle. Place

the hand of the injured side upon the opposite clavi-

cle. The skin surfaces

of the arm, chest, and

fingers, should be sepa-
rated in a suitable

manner. This brings
the elbow projecting
forwards well in front

of the chest.

Lay the tail of a

3-inch bandage down
the forearm, and take

a fixing turn round the

elbow, and carry the

roll up in front to the

point of the right
shoulder. From here

it is carried obliquely
down across the back

to the left side, and round in front of the arm close

to the elbow, then obliquely up across the back to

the left shoulder. It descends over the hand and

FIG. 66.
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forearm (Fig. 66), to repeat the turns in the same order ;

but while the turns across the chest ascend rapidly,
those on the forearm and upper arm are practically

superimposed, so that the bandage does not lie over

nor press upon the region of the fracture. In this

respect it is superior to the methods of Velpeau and
Dulles. Several pins are needed to secure the bandage
in place.

11. Velpeau's Method for Fractured Clavicle. Place

the hand in the same position as in the last bandage.

Lay the tail of the bandage in the sound axilla, carry

FIG. 67. FIG. 68.

the roll across the back, and bring it forward well out

on the point of the right shoulder. Continue it down
across to the outer side of the upper arm, and then

pass it under the elbow and across the body to the
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starting-point. Fix this turn with one exactly similar.

Then from the same starting-point carry the roll hori-

zontally round the back and right side, and pass in

front of the point of the elbow low down. Alternate

vertical and horizontal turns are now made
;
the former

overlap two-thirds of the preceding turns, but do not

FIG. 69. FIG. 70.

pass over the point of the elbow. The latter overlap
one-half of their preceding turns, and reach as high as

the deltoid muscle on the right side, and the fold of

the axilla on the left. The vertical turns cover in the

site of the fracture (Figs. 68, 69 and 70).

12. Velpeau modified. With the limb in a similar

position, the tail of the bandage is laid in front, and

fixed with a horizontal turn around the body. The

bandage is carried up the body by overlapping hori-
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zontal turns until it reaches the deltoid on the right

side, and the axilla on the left. The roller is then

carried obliquely up across the back to well out on the

top of the right shoulder, down the front of the arm,
under the elbow, up the back of the arm, over the tip

FIG. 71.

of the shoulder again, down over the front of the wrist,

under the axilla, and up to the right shoulder again.

Alternate vertical and oblique turns are made over-

lapping each other towards the sound side (Fig. 71).

13. Dulles' Bandage for Fractured Clavicle. This is

really a modified Velpeau also, and the arm is in the

same position. Lay the tail of the bandage over the

point of the elbow, and fix by a turn round the chest.

After the bandage is carried round to the left side

again, it is carried obliquely across the back to the

point of the right shoulder, down across the front of
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the arm, under the elbow, up the back of the arm and

right shoulder, then diagonally across the chest and
forearm to the left side of the body. From here the

bandage makes a circular turn round the body and

FIG. 72.

arm, overlapping the first turn, and continues round

in the same manner as before, each pass overlapping
its predecessor. Five or six turns may be made

(Fig. 72). The roll needs to be longer than ordinary
to apply this bandage satisfactorily.



CHAPTER V

TRIANGULAR BANDAGES

Preliminary Remarks. We have already said that

triangular bandages are more easily improvised than
roller bandages ; they can be made out of smaller pieces
of material, and are therefore very generally used in

military surgery. In civil practice they are chiefly
used in the various forms of slings.

Description. Triangular bandages are readily made

by cutting pieces of linen or calico, 38 to 40 inches

square, diagonally into halves, each of which then

forms a triangular bandage. Each bandage has three

borders; the longest is called the lower border, the

other two the sides. Of the three corners, that opposite
the lower border, which is a right angle, is called the

point ; the remaining two are the ends.

For packing, the regulation military method is as

follows : Lay the bandage flat
;
the right end is folded

on to the left
; both ends and the point are then brought

down to the middle of the lower border, so as to form

a square. This is folded from right to left, and
folded in half from above downwards twice (Fig. 76).

Another and better method is to form a narrow fold,

and then lay the ends together and fold in half several

times. When the bandage is undone in a hurry, it

is ready for instant application.

Methods of using the Bandage. The bandage may
be used in three different ways: either as a whole

cloth, broad fold, or narrow fold. The whole cloth

53
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FIG. 73.

FIG. 74.
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is the bandage spread out to its full extent. The
broad fold is made by carrying the point down to the

centre of the lower border, and then folding the bandage

FIG. 77.

down again in the same direction. The narrow fold

is made by folding the broad fold once again in the

same way.

FIG. 78.

In tying off the ends of the bandage, a reef knot

(Figs. 80 and 81) should always be used instead of a

FIG. 79.

granny (Figs. 82 and 83), as the knot is firmer, and the

ends lie in the same direction as the bandage.
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FIG. 80.

FIG. 81.

FIG. 82.

FIG. 83.
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Application of the Triangular Bandage. A. The Head
and Neck.

1. To the Top of the Head. Take a whole cloth

bandage, and lay the centre on the top of the head,

the lower border, which is turned on itself by pulling
on the two ends, lying over the forehead just above

the eyebrows. The ends are passed round the sides

of the head just above the ears, and crossed over the

point of the bandage well below the occipital protu-
berance at the back of the head. The ends are brought

FIG. 84. FIG. 85.

forward again, and knotted off over the centre of the

forehead (Fig. 85), and then tucked neatly in. The hand
is placed on the top of the head where the dressing is

supposed to be, and the point is drawn downwards

behind, so as to make firm pressure on the dressing.

The point is then turned upwards and forwards

(Fig. 84), and pinned off on the top of the head. If

the ends of the bandage have not been brought well

down where they cross behind, the bandage is liable

to come right off when the point is brought forward.
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2. To the Side of the Head. Take a narrow fold,

place the centre over the dressing, pass the ends round

the head to cross each

other on the opposite

side, bring them round,
and knot off firmly over

the dressing. Tuck the

ends in.

Another method of

applying the bandage
to the side of the head,

and one by which pres-

sure can be made on
the temporal artery, is

as follows : Take a

narrow fold and apply
its centre over the

dressing as before, pass the ends round to the opposite
side of the head, make a cross with them, and then

FIG. 87. FIG. 88.

bring one end over the vertex and the other end
round under the chin, and tie off over the dressing.
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A pad can be placed over the temporal artery just

in front of the upper part of the ear, underneath the

point where the ends make the cross (Figs. 87 and 88).

3. To One Eye. Take a narrow fold, place the

centre over the dressing on the injured eye, pass

FIG. 89.

one end obliquely upwards across the forehead, and
the other end obliquely downwards across the ear.

Cross the ends below the occi-

put, or prominence at the back

of the head, and bring the ends

round to the front and knot them
above the eyebrow on the injured
side (Fig. 89).

4. To Both Eyes. Take a broad

fold, place the centre between the

eyes, carry the ends backwards,
cross behind below the occiput, and

knot off in front.

With eye bandages the dressings should not be too

large, or pain will be caused by the pressure on the

eyes.
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5. To the Chin and Side of the Face. Place the centre

of a narrow fold bandage under the chin, pass the ends

FIG. 91.

up on each side of the face, and knot off on the top of

the head. The ends are very long, and must be

tucked in neatly.

6. To the Neck. Take a narrow fold, place the

centre over the dressing, pass the ends round to cross

on the opposite side, bring them right round to knot off

over the dressing.

B. The Chest.

1. Take a broad fold, place the centre over the

dressing, pass the ends round, and knot off on the

opposite side, leaving one end long. Take a narrow

fold and tie one end to the long end of the broad fold,

pass this up over the shoulder, and pin off to the centre

of the broad fold over the dressing.

2. To keep an extensive dressing on the chest, a

whole cloth may be used in the following way : If the

wound is in front, place the centre over the front of

the chest, with the point up towards the shoulder of
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the sound side. Turn in the lower border, and pass
the ends round the body and tie off behind, leaving

FIG. 92A. FIG. 92s.

FIG. 93A. FIG. 93s.

one end long. The long end is then brought up over the

sound shoulder and tied to the point (Figs . 92A and 92s).
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3. If the wound is in the back, the centre of the

whole cloth is placed behind, with the point upwards
towards the shoulder of the sound side. The ends are

passedroundand tied as before, and the long end brought

up in front and tied to the point (Figs 93A and 93s).

C. The Upper Limb.

The triangular handkerchief is here used both as a

support or sling, and also as a bandage. The slings

are of two sorts : the greater arm-sling and the lesser

arm-sling.

1. The Greater Arm-Sling. Take a whole cloth, and

apply it to the body so that the lower border is on the

FIG. 94A. FIG. 94B.

sound side, and the point towards and behind the

injured arm. The bandage should be at such a level

as to allow the upper end to pass round the neck and
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appear over the shoulder of the injured side. Bend
the injured arm gently till the elbow is a right angle
and the forearm lies across the middle of the bandage.

Bring up the lower end in front of the forearm, and tie

the ends together in front of the shoulder on the injured
side. While the arm is steadied, the point is drawn
forward round the elbow, and pinned off in front.

The two ends are always knotted hi front, so that

the knot will not cause inconvenience when lying
down.

2. The Greater Arm-Sling for Fractured Clavicle.

In this case it is inadvisable to allow the weight of

the sling to press on the

injured bone, and the

sling has therefore to be

applied in a different

manner, as follows: The

bandage is applied to

the body as before, and

the elbow bent to a right

angle; the lower end of

the bandage is folded up-

wards, and then passed
between the upper arm
and the side of the chest

wall, so as to appear be-

hind, where it is knotted

off to the upper end. In

this method the knot is

behind, and should be so

arranged that it does not form an uncomfortable lump
when lying down. No weight is taken on the injured

shoulder. Care must be taken not to disturb the

pad, which is usually placed in the armpit in these

cases.

3. The Greater Arm-Sling reversed. In this sling the

hand is carried at a much higher level than the elbow,
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a position which is much more comfortable in injuries

to the elbow or hand.

Take a whole cloth and apply it to the body, with

the lower border on the injured side and the point
towards the sound side. Bend the elbow, and place the

hand on the sling so that the fingers rest on the opposite
collar-bone (Fig. 96A). Raise the lower end of the sling,

and knot the two ends together above the shoulder

of the sound side. Draw on the point of the sling

and fold this up under the

forearm, and fasten with a

pin through the three thick-

nesses of the sling above the

forearm (Fig. 96B).

This sling is better than,

and has largely replaced, the

lesser arm-sling.

4. The Lesser Arm-Sling.
Take a broad fold, place

one end over the shoulder of

the sound side, and carry
the end round the neck so

as to lie over the opposite

shoulder, allowing the other

end to fall down. Bend the

elbow carefully, and place
the hand across the sling at

a slightly higher level than

the elbow. Raise the lower

end of the sling, and knot off to the upper end in

front of the sound shoulder (Fig. 97).

In this sling the limb is supported at and behind the

wrist. These various forms of sling and their method
of application should be thoroughly well under-

stood.

For Fracture of the Clavicle. Two narrow fold

bandages are used, a certain amount of wadding being
5

FIG. 97.
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incorporated in each so as to form a pad in each axilla.

The handkerchiefs are laid over each shoulder, and

FIG. 98. FIG. 99.

the ends taken behind, where they cross in an inter-

lacing manner, and the ends of each are tied off hi

front of the opposite shoulder.

In this way all knots are avoided

behind (Fig. 99).

Another method is to tie the

two ends behind the shoulders,

leaving one end longer than the

other ;
then take the long end of

each and thread it through the

loop just formed, and tie the

two long ends together (Fig. 98).

5. To the Shoulder. Take
a whole cloth; lay the centre

on the point of the shoulder

over the dressing, with the

point upwards, the lower bor-

der lying across the middle of

the upper arm. Fold in the

lower border, and carry the ends round the upper

arm; cross them on the inside, and knot off on the

FIG. 100.
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outer side. Apply the lesser arm-sling. Draw the

point of the whole cloth bandage up under the lesser

arm-sling, fold it back on itself, and pin the front

down to the bandage over the dressing (Fig. 100).

6. To the Elbow. Take a whole cloth
; place the

centre over the back of the elbow, with the point upper-

most, the elbow being bent at a right angle. Turn in

the lower border, pass the ends round the upper part

FIG. 101A. FIG. 10lB.

of the forearm, cross them in front, then pass them
round the upper arm above the place where the dressing
is situated, and over the point of the bandage; cross

them behind, and knot them off in front (Fig. 10 IA).

Next pull firmly on the point of the bandage to

exert pressure on the dressing, turn down, and pin off

the point over the dressing (Fig. 101B). Apply the

greater arm-sling.
Another method is as follows: Take a broad fold
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FIG. 102.

and apply the centre over the

point of the bent elbow. Carry
the ends round and cross in front,

and take them round the forearm

to secure the lower part of the

broad fold; bring them round to

cross again in front, and lastly

carry them round the upper arm,
to knot off behind, securing the

upper part of the broad fold in this

situation (Fig. 102).

7. To the Upper Arm or Fore-

arm. In each case take a broad

fold, place the centre of the band-

age over the dressing, pass the ends

round the limb, cross them, and

knot off over the wound. Where
the limb allows of it, the ends

may be carried round the limb several times.

8. To the Open Hand. Take a whole cloth, and

place the hand upon its centre palm downwards, the

fingers being towards the point. Bring the point back

over the hand to the wrist, then bring the ends

obliquely backwards and cross them over the point ;

carry them round the wrist, to cross in front, and knot

off over the point behind. Turn the point forwards

over the knot and pin off (Fig. 103). Apply the

greater arm-sling reversed.

Though this method is recommended in all books,

it is of very little practical value, as the bandage exerts

no pressure in case of bleeding, and it would be very

unlikely that the fingers would be kept out straight.

The following method is to be preferred :

Take a narrow fold and apply it in the manner of a

figure-of-eight as follows: Place the centre over the
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dressing say in the middle of the

palm carry the ends obliquely round

to the back of the wrist, cross them
behind and then again in front of the

wrist, bring them back, cross them

obliquely behind and in front of the

hand, and knot off firmly behind. This

bandage makes firm pressure on the

wound. The hand should be kept ele-

vated in a greater arm-sling reversed.

9. To the Clenched Fist. The fist

should be clenched over a roller band-

age or a large pad placed in the palm
of the hand. Take a narrow fold,

and lay the back of the fist well over

the centre. Take each end in turn,

and make it encircle the fist obliquely, pulling firmly
on the ends, and end off by crossing round the wrist.

FIG. 104.

FIG. 105.
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D. The Lower Limb.

1. To the Hip. Take a narrow fold and apply it

round the waist, knotting it off in front. Take a whole

cloth, and apply the centre to the outer side of the

hip, with the point uppermost. Turn in the lower

border, which is lying across the thigh, and carry the

ends round the limb, crossing them on the inner side,

and knot off on the outer side. Draw the point up-

FIG. 106. FIG. 107.

wards firmly, after having slipped it underneath the

narrow fold round the waist, and then turn it down-
wards and pin it off over the dressing about the centre

of the whole cloth.

If the point will not reach down as low as the dressing,

an additional safety-pin should attach the dressing to

the bandage. By this bandage a dressing situated in

front or behind on the hip or upper part of the thigh

may be kept in place over the wound.
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2. To the Knee. Here the bandage may be applied
in two ways, according to whether the limb is to be

kept straight or is to be bent. If the

limb is to be straight, apply a broad

fold over the front of the knee, carry
the ends round, cross them behind,
and knot off in front just below the

knee-cap.
If the knee is to be kept slightly

bent, apply a whole cloth with the

centre over the knee and the point

uppermost. Fold in the lower border

and carry the ends round to cross be-

hind, and knot off in front, above the

knee and in front of the

point. Draw firmly on the

point and fold it down,
and pin off over the dress-

ing on the front of the knee.

3. To the Thigh or Leg.
Take a broad fold, apply

the centre over the dress-

ing, carry the ends round, cross, and tie

off over the dressing. If the wound is on
the inner side, an additional turn should

be made, if possible, so as to bring the

knot on the outer side of the limb, where

it will be out of the way in walking.

4. To the Foot. In practising this

bandage, the boot or shoe should always
be removed. Spread a whole cloth upon
the ground, place the sole of the foot in

the centre of the cloth, the toes towards

the point, and the heel well in front of

the lower border. Turn the point up-
ward in front of the ankle. Take an end in each

hand near the foot, and gather in the cloth till it

FIG. 108.

FIG. 109.
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sits closely around the foot, and cross them over the

front of the foot, covering the point. Cany the

ends round the ankle, crossing them behind, where

they secure the lower border of the bandage. Draw

firmly on the point of the bandage and turn it down.

Carry the ends round to cross in front over the turned-

down point, and carry them round under the foot,

to knot off on the

inner side.

Another method
with a small wound
is to take a narrow

fold, place the centre

over the dressing,
and make a figure-

of-eight round the

foot and ankle.

5. To an Amputa-
tion Stump. Take a

whole cloth, slip the

lower border well up
underneath the

stump, fold up the

point over the end of

the stump. Take
the ends and carry
them round the limb

over the point, and
tie off in front. If

the segment of the

limb is small, the

ends can probably be taken round once again before

being tied off. Draw on the point, and fold back

and pin off.

FIG. 110.
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E. The Abdomen, Perineum, and Groin.

1. To the Abdomen. Take a broad fold, place the

centre over the dressing, and carry the ends round to

knot off on the opposite side.

2. To the Lower Part of the Abdomen and Perineum.
Take a whole cloth and apply it to the lower part of

the abdomen, with the point downwards; turn in the

lower border, and tie the ends

round the waist immediately
above the hips, leaving one

end long. Draw down the

point, and pass it between the

legs, to knot it to the long end

behind.

This bandage is sometimes

used to apply dressings to the

perineum, but is not so useful

or comfortable as the next

bandage. The dressing should

be fastened to the bandage
with an extra pin. In dealing

with a person who is suffering
A A

,-fc
\ from an abdominal wound, it

HI I I I
*s we^ to remem^er t^iat

'
um"

ess

I \ ^j there is severe haemorrhage or

shock, the head and shoulders

should be raised well up. The

hips and knees should be flexed in transverse wounds,
and kept straight in longitudinal ones, so as to

prevent the intestines escaping from the abdominal

cavity.

3. To the Perineum. Take a narrow fold and apply
it round the waist, with the knot in front. Take a

second bandage, which may either be a narrow or a

broad fold, according to circumstances, and pass one
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end under the first bandage behind; fold down and

pin off. Carry the end forward between the legs,

over the dressing in the peri-

neum, and secure in front

either to one of the ends of

the first bandage or by pass-

ing the end under that band-

age, turning it down, and

pinning it off. This forms a

very good T- or three -tail

FIG. 112.

4. To the Groin. This

bandage can be applied in

the case of a rupture. Take
a narrow fold, and place
*ke cen*re over the back of

the thigh of the affected

side; carry the ends round

the thigh, crossing in front

FlG 113 over a pad placed over the

site of the hernia. Carry
the ends on round the body, and knot off on the

opposite side above the hip.



CHAPTER VI

SPECIAL BANDAGES

THERE are many forms of special bandages, which

can be made quite well out of the ordinary roller

The T-bandage, or three-tailed bandage, is used to

secure dressings to the region of the perineum.
The T-bandage consists of two pieces sewn together

FIG. 114.

at right angles. There is a portion which encircles

the waist, and should be long enough to tie off easily

76
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in front. A second piece is attached to the mid-portion
of the first piece. This second piece is brought forward

between the legs and tied off in front. In males it is

FIG. 115.

more comfortable to split this tail and tie off on each

side.

To make a T-bandage from an ordinary 3- or 4-inch

Fia. 116.

roller, the tail piece can either be laid over the waist

piece and used double, or may be single and attached

with a pin or needle and thread.
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The T-bandage may be usefully applied to other

parts of the body, especially if some small modification

or addition is made. As a rule it is quite sufficient to

FIG. 117.

add an additional piece of bandage in the angle be-

tween the two limbs. Figs. 117 and 118 show how this

may be done in the case

of the eye and the ear.

The Four-Tailed Band-

age is used chiefly in con-

nection with fractures of

the lower jaw. The four-

tailed bandage is made

by taking a piece of a

3-inch bandage about 1

yards long, folding it,

and cutting a small longi-

tudinal slit at the fold.

This slit is to take the

chin later. Next split

down the two ends to

about 1 to 1 inches from the slit, thus making the

two ends into four.

To apply the bandage, the point of the chin is applied

FIG. 119.
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to the slit, and the upper pair of tails are taken round
and tied behind the head below the occiput. The
lower pair are taken and tied over the front part of

the head so that they ascend vertically. The ends

of the first pair are brought round the head horizontally,

and tied again in front. One end of each pair is

then tied together to prevent slipping. The other end
of the vertical pair is passed under the first knot be-

hind, or can be pinned off to it. This description
differs from, and is much more complicated than, that

usually given ;
but if the bandage is put on in the way

usually recommended it is quite useless. If anyone
doubts this, let him put it on, and then ask the

patient to open his mouth. To keep the mouth shut,

one pair must pass up vertically, and not near the

ears. If it passes vertically, it must be fixed in front

and behind to prevent it slipping.

Four-Tailed Bandage for the Head or Neck.

Another form of four-tailed bandage is sometimes

used for wounds or affec-

tions of the head, and

forms a most convenient

cap. A strip of linen 6

to 10 inches wide and 25

to 30 inches long is

taken. Each end is torn

down about one-third of

the entire length.

1. To the Occiput.

The untorn portion is

placed with its centre

over the occiput; the

ends are then crossed on

each side. The two upper
ends are

6
tied under the chin, and the two lower ends

are carried forward to be tied in front of the forehead.

FIG. 120.
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2. To the Vertex. The untorn portion is placed over

the vertex of the head. The two front ends are taken

PIG. 121.

and tied behind under the occiput. The two posterior

ends are taken and tied in front under the chin (Fig. 121).

FIG. 122.

3. To the Back of the Neck. Here the material may
be narrower than is needed for the head. The untorn

portion is placed over the back of the neck, the two
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upper ends are tied in front over the forehead, while

the two lower ones are tied under the chin.

4. To the Shoulder. Here the bandage needs to be

long enough to encircle the chest. The untorn part

is placed over the dressing on the shoulder; the two

FIG. 123.

upper ends are carried round the chest to be knotted

off under the opposite arm, while the two lower ends

are carried round the upper arm, are crossed on the

inner side, and knotted off on the outside.

The Many-Tailed Bandage.

This bandage is used to support a part, or to fix

dressings with the least possible amount of disturbance.

To make the bandage, a central strip or backbone

is made of the required length, and to this several

overlapping strips are sewn at right angles. These

overlapping strips should be long enough to go one

and a half times round the part it is desired to

bandage. The many-tailed bandage may be used

for a limb, for the abdomen, or for the chest.

1. Many-Tailed Bandage for a Limb. Here the

bandage will probably have a large number of cross-

pieces, say six or seven. The limb is laid upon the

6
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backbone, and the lowest two tails are laid one across

the other over the front of the limb. The next two
are crossed in the same way, and serve to fix the pre-

ceding ones in place. The tails are crossed in pairs
till all are finished, and pins are used to attach the last

tails to the underlying ones. If the backbone has

been left long, the end can be used to help fix all in

FIG. 124. FIG. 125.

place. By taking out the pins and throwing the tails

right and left, the bandage is removed, and fresh

dressings can be applied and the bandage folded anew
without any movement of the limb.

2. Many-Tailed Bandage for the Abdomen. This

bandage is the one usually used after severe abdominal

operations or injuries, as nursing can be carried out

so easily without disturbing the patient. The bandage
is usually made of flannel

;
the backbone is broad, and
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is continued down in a tail which is used as the tail

of a T-bandage, and prevents the bandage slipping

up. The number of overlapping tails is small

four to six, never more. In fat people the tails

must be proportionately long ; they should be 4 inches

wide.

The bandage is applied hi much the same way as a

sheet is changed. The tails of one side are folded up
close to the central slip, and the patient rolled slightly

on one side, while the bandage is pushed in under him

Fm. 126.

as far as the middle line. One set of tails is smoothed

out, and the ends of the central slip placed below the

buttocks. The patient is then rolled over to the

opposite direction, and the other set of tails unrolled

and smoothed. The bandage should not lie in wrinkles

against the back. The lowest tails are brought forward

and crossed over the dressings, and the others follow

in turn till all are in place. Phis then fix the ends,

and the vertical tail is brought forward and fixed to

the lower part of the bandage. If necessary, this tail

is split, and the ends fixed at the sides.
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3. Many-Tailed Bandage for the Chest. This is used

instead of the usual 6- or 8-inch bandage for the chest,

and is a most useful contrivance. The bandage is

FIG. 127. FIG. 128.

exactly the same as for the abdomen, and can be put
on either in front or behind, the latter being the more

common (see Fig. 127).

It is put on upside down, and the tail is split and

brought forward over the shoulders, to be fastened hi

front.

To form a Sling for the Foot (see Frontispiece).

Take an ordinary roller bandage, 3 inches wide, lay

the tail over the back of the neck, and make a loop

which reaches to within 6 inches of the ground. Tear

off the head of the bandage, and secure the ends firmly

with stitches or by a pin at the back of the neck.

The injured foot is then placed in the dependent loop,

and the person can get about on crutches (see frontis-

piece).
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To fix Splints.

This is most easily done with buckles and webbing,
but where these are not available ordinary roller

bandages 2 to 3 inches wide can be used.

Three suitable lengths are made, each piece being

FIG. 129.

long enough to go twice round the limb and the splints

and tie conveniently. Each piece is folded, but not

quite in the middle, so that one end is longer than the

other, and then laid under the limb, with the loop

FIG. 130.

to the outer side. The long end is put through
the loop, and the splints held in position while the

ends are pulled tight and tied off on the outer side.

The two end ones are tied first, and then the middle

one.
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A Clove-Hitch (Timber-Hitch).

A most useful method of securing a limb is to fix

a clove-hitch round it, and then use the loose ends to

the bandage to tie it in the position desired.

FIG. 131.

FIG. 132.

FIG. 133.

A clove-hitch is made as follows: A suitable length
of the bandage is torn off and grasped as shown in the

diagram, with the left hand supine and the right hand
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prone. Now pronate the left hand and supinate the

right. Next slip both loops on to the right hand, and
the knot is complete. The clove-hitch will never pull

tight and strangulate a limb.

The Square Handkerchief Bandage.
This bandage is not often used, but may in certain

circumstances prove useful.

Description. The material of the bandage does not

matter so long as it is firm and strong, linen, calico, silk,

or other similar material,

being used. The size of

the square is of more im-

portance, as the so-called
"
handkerchief

" must be

about 25 inches square,
which isfarin excess of the

size of the ordinary hand-

kerchief.

Application. The
methods of applying the

handkerchief scarcely
need description, as the

illustrations explain
themselves.

FIG. 136.
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1. To the Head. Various methods can be used, and
three illustrations are given, any of which may be used

(see Figs. 134, 135, and 136).

2. To a Limb. To a limb say a knee or an elbow

the centre of the handkerchief is applied over the

FIG. 137.

dressing. The upper ends are taken round the limb,

crossed behind, and brought forward to tie in front.

The lower ends are dealt with in the same way below.

Plaster Strapping.

Plaster strapping has come into general use largely

of late years, in some cases displacing the older forms

of bandages. It is largely used to fix parts of the body,
such as sprained joints, where rest is of importance;
it is extensively used for fracture of the ribs, while it is

invaluable for fixing splints rapidly, and even in some

cases for fixing whole limbs, as in fracture of the

clavicle. In addition to these many functions, there

is one which need only be mentioned here, and that is
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the application of weights to limbs after fractures;

but that is a subject which, though of great importance,
does not fall within the scope of this book.

Sayres' Method of treating Fracture of the Clavicle.

The axilla and chest are protected by a layer of lint,

well powdered with boracic acid, so as to separate the

skin of the chest from that of the arm. Plaster strap-

ping 2 or 3 inches broad is used.

Fix a loop of plaster round the arm, the adhesive

side being away from the arm, and carry it right round

the chest, to end by being attached to itself behind

FIG. 138. FIG. 139.

(Fig. 138). Lay a second strip of plaster against the

sound shoulder, and carry it down obliquely across the

back to the elbow, the point of which is received in a slit

specially made for the purpose. The strapping is then

made to ascend over the forearm and hand to the

starting-point at the sound shoulder. In this way 'the

elbow is drawn forward and the shoulder pushed back
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be

m
and kept in place. A soft bandage may now

applied round the chest and arm to keep all

place.

The fracture can be inspected at any time.

The Plaster Cuirass for Broken Ribs. To apply this

the patient should be told to expel from his chest the

greater part of the air. He then holds his breath, or

breathes very shallowly during the application.

Strips of plaster are prepared long enough to over-

lap the middle line of the body both in front and behind.

FIG. 140.

They are heated or smeared over with chloroform or

turpentine to make them sticky. The lowest are

applied first, and should slope from behind upwards
and forwards, so as to pass across the long axis of the

ribs. Each successive strip overlaps the upper border

of the preceding. When all are applied, that side of

the chest is kept almost at rest by the inelastic cuirass

of plaster.
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ABDOMEN, many-tailed bandage
for, 82

triangular bandage for, 74
to lower part of, 74

Arm, greater arm sling, 62
reversed, 63

lesser arm sling, 65

looped bandage to secure the,
47

looped and reversed bandage
for, 39

many-tailed bandage for, 81

triangular bandage for, 68
m

Bandages, different forms of, 1

materials for, 2
uses of, 1

Bandaging, rules for, 8

Body surface, the, 6

Breast, single spica for, 28
Breasts, double spica for both, 29

Capeline bandage for the whole

scalp, 33

Chest, many-tailed bandage for, 84
* triangular bandage for, 60

Chin and side of face, triangular

bandage for, 60

Clavicle, fractured, Chiene's
method for, 45

Dulles' bandage for, 51

greater arm sling for, 63

Sayres' method of treat-

ing, 88

triangular bandage for,

65

Velpeau's method for, 49
modified, 50

Clove-hitch, the, 86

Ear, T-bandage for, 78

Elbow, divergent spica for, 21

square handkerchief bandage
for, 88

triangular bandage for, 67

Eye, looped bandage for, 45
both, 45

T-bandage for, 78

triangular bandage for, 59

Eyes, triangular bandage for both,
59

Fingers, spiral bandage for, 16

Fist, spica bandage for, 22

triangular bandage for, 70
Foot, to form a sling for, 84

spica bandage for, 23

spiral bandage for, 14

triangular bandage for, 72

Forearm, spiral bandage for, 13

triangular bandage for, 68
Four-tailed bandage, 78

for back of neck, 80
for occiput, 79
for shoulder, 81
for vertex, 79

Groin, ascending spica for, 24

descending spica for, 25
double spica for, 26

Hand, spiral bandage for, 12

triangular bandage for, 68

Head, looped bandage for, 44

spica for front or back of,

31

square handkerchief for, 87

triangular bandage for side

of, 58
for top of, 57

Heel, looped bandage for, 38

divergent spica for, 18

Hip, triangular oandage for, 71

Knee, convergent spica for, 20

divergent spica for, 20

square handkerchief for, 88

triangular bandage for, 72

Leg, looped bandage for, 42

long and short looped bandage
for, 43

looped and reversed bandage
for, 39

many-tailed bandage for, 81

spiral bandage for, 81

triangular bandage for, 72

Looped bandages, 38

Looped bandage for the arm, 39
for eye, 45
for head, 44
for heel, 38
for leg, 42
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Looped and reversed bandage for

leg, 39

bandage for perineum, 46
to secure upper limb, 47

Many-tailed bandage, the, 81
for abdomen, 82
for chest, 84

,

for a limb, 81

Neck, four-tailed bandage for

back of, 80

triangular bandage for, 60

Occiput, four-tailed bandage for,

79

Perineum, looped bandage for, 46

T-bandage for, 77

triangular bandage for, 74
Plaster strapping, 88

Ribs, plaster cuirass for broken, 89
Boiler bandage, forms of, 1 1

preparation of, 3

Scalp, double roller spica for, 33

single roller spica for, 35

Shoulder, four-tailed bandage for,

81

spica bandage for, 27

triangular bandage for, 66

Sling for the foot, to form a, 84

Spica bandage for an amputation
stump, 37

for breast, single, 28
for both breasts, double,

29
for elbow, divergent, 21
for fist, 22
for foot, 23
for groin, ascending, 24

descending, 25
double, 26

for head, front or back,
31

for heel, divergent, 18
for knee, convergent, 20

divergent, 20
for scalp, double roller,

33
for scalp, single roller, 35
for shoulder, 27
for thumb, 22

Spiral bandage, 11

reverse, 12

for fingers, 16

for foot, 14

for forearm, 13

for hand, 12
for leg, 16

Splints, to fix, 85

Square handkerchief bandage, the,

87
to head, 87
to limb, 88

Stump, spica bandage for ampu-
tation, 37

triangular bandage for ampu-
tation, 73

T-bandage, 76
to ear, 78
to eye, 78
to perineum, 77

Thigh, triangular bandage for, 72

Thumb, spica bandage for, 22

Timber-hitch, the, 86

Triangular bandage, description
of, 53

methods of using, 53

for abdomen, 74
for lower part of abdo-

men, 74
for amputation stump,

73
for arm, 62
for chest, 60
for chin and side of face,

60
for elbow, 67
for one eye, 59
for both eyes, 59
for fist, 70
for foot, 72
for forearm, 68
for hand, 68
for head, 57
for hip, 71
for knee, 72
for leg, 72
for the neck, 60
for the perineum, 74
for the shoulder, 66
for the thigh, 72
for the upper arm, 68

Vertex, four-tailed bandage for, 79
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